We also find a pronounced dependence of (vb) on the array's aspect ratio on for offset charge disorder. This reflects the likelihood of Coulomb blockade suppression in single-dot de-
sulting in 2D granular films. The grain size of these films can be monitored during the growth process and so can the film's aspect ratio, i.e. length/width. However due to inherent stochastics, there are fluctuations in the film geometry and its electrical performance: position disorder, size disorder, and offset-charge disorder. We also find a pronounced dependence of In addition we study the dependence of both (G) and ((h)) on the width of arrays of constant length (5 dots, longer than Nc). Here it turns out that there is some average effect for wider arrays, which might ease device design insofar as disorder robustness is enhanced. The effect requires the array width to exceed N,.
In conclusion, we find that square-like arrays of size larger than N, show the best performance from a design point of view. They display profound stability against both offset charge disorder and size disorder. In addition averaging causes harmonization of the blockade voltage despite varying disorder levels.
